




                                              March 15, 2022 

 

ODFW Commission 
4034 Fairview Industrial Dr. SE 
Salem, OR 97302 
 

RE:  Fair Chase Hunting Ethics for Chukars 

Dear Commissioners: 

I am writing with regards to recent Technological Hunting Methods that are being incorporated into the 
Hunting of Upland Birds-Chukars.  With the development of GPS Tracking Collars for Pointing Dogs and 
the advent of ATV/UTVs, many hunters are now pursuing Chukars in a manner that does not qualify as 
“Fair Chase”.  Simply put, these Hunters are “Roading” their Pointing Dogs with the Aide of a Motor 
Vehicle, from which their dogs are connected via GPS collars to their Handler’s Handheld GPS unit, while 
they are operating an ATV/UTV.  When the Hunter’s Dog goes On Point, they stop and walk a short 
distance to their Dog that is On Point and shoot the Birds.  To me this is not “Fair Chase” hunting and is 
extremely unethical.  These Hunters are violating a couple of the most basic Game Laws: 

1) Hunting with the Aide of a Motor Vehicle. 
2) Hunting with a Loaded Shotgun while operating an ATV/UTV(CHL operators may carry a loaded 

weapon but may not use that weapon for hunting). 

As a Native Oregonian and avid Chukar Hunter for decades, I have seen a once physically demanding 
pursuit of Chukar Hunting becoming everything less than Fair Chase.  And these recent practices are 
often passed on much more quickly as the “Word of Mouth” through Social Media expedites the 
Technique.  The vast majority of these infractions are being carried out in remote areas of Southeastern 
Oregon.   

Although enforcement can be illusive, I believe it is ultimately up to legitimate Chukar Hunters to report 
and police ourselves.  But we need Law Enforcement help.  Of note though, the Handhelds with digital 
maps and subsequent “Tracks” of both Dog & Hunter can be examined to further provide proof of 
breaking these Laws. I personally have witnessed individuals/groups(many Out of State Hunters), over-
heard Hunters bragging and talked with Hunters demonstrating these methods.  

I do realize that in the Hound Hunting scenario for Black Bear, that “Roading” & “Boxing” Dogs from 
vehicles with GPS collars are common methods used very similar to what I am describing with these new 
Chukar Techniques.  However, I would like to point out that both Hunting & Pursuing of Black Bears is 
now illegal in Oregon.  Maybe less than “Fair Chase” methods got the best of unethical Hound Hunters, 
too?! 

Sincerely, 

Glenn Swearingen   
541/480-8284 
Redmond, OR 
































